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ABSTRACT 
 
Fullenkamp, Steven Charles.  M.S. Department of Psychology, Human Factors/Industrial 
Organizational Psychology, Wright State University, 2013.  The Effect of Cue and Target 
Similarity on Visual Search Response Times: Manipulation of Basic Stimulus 
Characteristics.  
 
 
 
This study tested the hypothesis that the similarity of the cue and target in a visual search 
task is related to performance.  Specifically, it was hypothesized that as the similarity 
between the cue and the target along the dimensions of stimulus contrast, spatial 
resolution and size increases, the amount of time that it takes to find a target among 
distractors decreases.  Three experiments were performed to investigate the question.  
Experiments 1 and 2 employed a methodology that employed homogeneous search arrays 
where the contrast, spatial resolution and size of the elements were constant (high 
contrast, high spatial resolution and large size) and resulted in two small, statistically 
significant size effects.  Experiment 3 was designed with heterogeneous search arrays for 
the task.  This redesign produced larger performance differences that supported the 
similarity hypothesis.  Differences in size produced the largest performance shifts, 
followed by differences in spatial resolution and differences in contrast producing smaller 
effects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Studies that have used cued search as part of their experimental technique have 
found that a cue that is an identical copy of the target produces the shortest search times 
compared to less similar cues.  Wolfe, Horowitz, Kenner, Hyle and Vasan (2004) found 
that an exact picture cue produced reduced search times as compared with a word cue 
when searching for color oriented bars and pictures of real objects.  Their subjects 
performed a visual search task under two experimental conditions, cued and uncued.  In 
cued trials, subjects searched for different targets on each trial, with a cue presented at the 
beginning of each trial to specify the search target in the trial.  In uncued trials, subjects 
searched for the same target in all trials, with the target specified at the beginning of a 
block of trials.  This blocked condition produced the shortest search times due to the 
visual priming produced by target repetition.  When the search target varied from trial to 
trial and was cued at the beginning of each trial, they found that for both color oriented 
bars and pictures of real objects an exact picture cue produced shorter search times when 
compared to categorical word cues.    
Vickery, King and Jiang (2005) performed a series of experiments that used 
symmetric polygon objects and grayscale 3-D models of real world objects such as 
plants, kitchen appliances and house furniture.  They used both word descriptions and 
pictures as cues in their study.  For both symmetric polygons and greyscale 3-D object 
models, they found that: 1). A 500 millisecond cue produced shorter visual search times 
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than a 200-millisecond cue.  2). Cues that differed from the target in size or orientation 
resulted in longer visual search times.  They modified the orientation of the target cues by 
rotating the polygons and 3-D object models around the vertical axis to produce six 
equally spaced orientations.  They modified cue size by reducing the spatial extent of the 
cue resulting in the cue being either the same size as the target or one-half the size of the 
target.  Note that making an image smaller not only changes its size but also produces an 
increase in spatial frequency content of the image.  This can result in target features 
shifting from easily perceived low to middle spatial frequency details, to harder to see, 
high spatial frequency details.  When this high spatial frequency information has 
insufficient contrast and it does not exceed an individual’s contrast threshold for that high 
spatial frequency information, that higher frequency information is not available to visual 
system for processing.  In addition to the effects of cue duration, size and orientation, 
they found that trials that employed picture cues always produced shorter visual search 
times than trials that used word cues no matter the amount of cue rotation or size change 
in the conditions using the picture cues.  
Schmidt and Zelinsky (2009) suggested that search targets in the real world are 
defined categorically with varying degrees of visual specificity.  In their experiments, 
they used five cue conditions that manipulated the cue information in a visual search task 
for common real-world objects. The preview cues they used were: 1). a picture of the 
target, 2). an abstract written description of the target, 3). a precise written description of 
the target, 4). an abstract plus color written description of the target, or 5). a precise plus 
color written description of the target. They found that as they added information to the 
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verbal cue, the percentage of initial eye movement fixations increased and the amount of 
time to find the target decreased.  In addition, no matter how precise the text cue used, the 
percentage of initial fixations that resulted from a text cue were lower than the percentage 
of initial fixations resulting from a pictorial target cue.  In addition, pictorial cues 
produced the fastest response times.  They proposed that the results of their study has 
implications for real-world applications of search, such as screening baggage for 
concealed weapons.  Screeners asked to find all possible weapons will be inefficient at 
their task, meaning that they will find the described target (all weapons) less often, due 
partly to the abstract target description they are using, whereas screeners that know 
exactly what they are searching for will be more efficient and find the target of interest 
more often and more quickly.  
At least three processes are important to understand when considering cued visual 
search:  1). Visual priming, 2). Bottom up guidance and, 3). Top down guidance.  Visual 
priming is associated with the facilitative effects of target repetition over consecutive 
trials of visual search.  Much of the research related to the effect of visual priming on 
visual search is the result of the use of blocked trials in visual search experiments.  When 
a blocked visual search design is employed the subject searches for the same target on all 
of the trials in an experimental block.  No cue is necessary since the search target is 
specified before the beginning of the experimental session.  Maljkovic and Nakayama 
(1994) showed that for partially blocked trials, the number of times the same target 
appeared consecutively served as a measure of the level of priming and search 
facilitation.  Facilitative effects occurred when the same colored target occurred two 
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times in a row, producing approximately a ten percent reduction in visual search time 
compared to the condition where the target did not repeat on consecutive trials.  As the 
number of successive target presentations increased from two to eight, the amount of 
facilitation increased until performance approached that obtained in fully blocked trials.  
The condition where the target occurred on eight consecutive trials produced 
approximately a 25% decrease in reaction time from the condition where targets never 
repeated.  However, Wolfe et al. (2004) found that when they employed exact picture 
cues, priming effects from target repetition were very limited.  When they used word cues 
that described the target, they found a larger target repetition priming effect.  They 
suggested that exact picture cues do not allow additional target repetition priming to 
occur because the exact picture cue itself serves as a maximal identity prime and that 
target repetition does not provide any additional priming.  On the other hand, target 
repetition priming occurs when using word cues because the observer sees the target on 
successive trials and not because of any priming that occurs due to verbal/semantic 
processes produced by word cues.  In other words, simply seeing word cues does not 
produce priming.  It is the repetition of viewing the target image on consecutive trials or 
the picture cue, not the verbal cue, which produces the visual priming.  This suggests that 
word cues invoke top down processes while picture cues invoke bottom up, stimulus 
based processes that produce automatic priming effects.  In this case, top down and 
bottom up processes refer to how the search template is created.  With picture cues, the 
cue is used directly as the search template.  On the other hand, word cues require a person 
to recall and generate the necessary features that populate a search template and as a 
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result approximate the desired search target.  It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate 
what happens when a picture cue varies from the search target along three dimensions: 
contrast, spatial resolution and size.  In this situation, a picture cue that is not an exact 
replica of the target, like a word cue, generates a search template that is an 
approximation, not a perfect representation, of the search target.  Because the search 
template has less fidelity than that produced by an exact target cue, longer search times 
should be the result when using an inexact picture cue as opposed to an exact picture cue.   
Why are exact picture cues superior to word cues for reducing visual search 
times?   One reason is that strong cue priming occurs for every trial when exact picture 
cues are used, which is not guaranteed when word cues are used since priming depends 
on target repetition when using word cues.  In addition, an exact picture cue generates a 
more complete and accurate search template than word cues, since word cues depend on 
the retrieval from memory of the relevant search template features.   The series of 
experiments in this thesis research will use image cues rather than word cues and in 
addition will eliminate target repetition by never allowing the same target to be presented 
on two consecutive trials.  The only priming that will occur in the experiments in this 
thesis will be the result of the image cues and not the priming that is the result of target 
repetition.    
An interesting question that arises in relation to priming is whether priming 
occurs when similar but not identical targets picture targets repeat.  Using picture-naming 
performance, Arquin and Leek (2003) examined the priming effect on the identification 
of upright targets as a function of the prime’s orientation. The stimuli they used were line 
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drawings of familiar objects taken from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) set of 
stimuli.  The picture naming task began with a fixation dot, followed by a 250-msec ISI 
and then by the prime which was presented for 50 msec. After a blank ISI that varied in 
duration between experimental groups, the target was displayed.  The target remained 
visible until the subject produced an oral response that identified the target and triggered 
the voice key ending the trial.   The time interval between the onset of the prime and that 
of the target (SOA) varied across groups (100, 200, 500, and 1,000 msec).  Delays of 100, 
200, or 500 milliseconds between the onset of the prime and the target produced a 
priming effect that decreased (response times lengthened) as the difference between the 
orientation of the prime and target increased. However, when the SOA was increased to 
1000 milliseconds the priming effect was invariant across prime orientations.  In addition, 
as SOA increased across all conditions, the priming effect increased (shorter response 
times).  McKone and Grenfell (1999) also used imagery from the Snodgrass and 
Vanderwart (1980) set and used a picture-naming task that required the subject to voice 
their response as quickly as possible in a repetition priming experimental design.  On 
some occasions, the priming trial (which occurred before the target trial) and the target 
trial depicted the same object in the same orientation.  On other occasions, the priming 
trial depicted the same object as the target trial, but in a different orientation. The subjects 
named each object on all trials aloud and the amount of time to respond was recorded.  
They calculated the effect of repetition priming by comparing the amount of time to 
respond to the target when the preceding trial image was different from the subsequent 
target (not primed) to the amount of time to respond to the target when the preceding trial 
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image was the same as the subsequent target (primed).   Using unprimed trials they found 
that unpracticed naming times increased with rotation away from the commonly viewed 
orientation of the object, but that this orientation effect was reduced with practice.  This 
implies that the natural (long term) priming that occurs because of people’s everyday 
experience (they are accustomed to seeing objects in a specific orientation) can be 
eliminated by repeatedly viewing the target at other less common orientations.  However, 
more importantly for purposes of this thesis, when an object was repeated in the same 
orientation, priming produced a reduction in naming times of around 25%, which was 
stable across blocks (independent of learning). When the same object was repeated in the 
priming and target trial but was in a different orientation, the priming effect was 
generally lower initially, but increased as the experience with the differently oriented 
prime object increased. They suggested that the reduction could result from learning to 
extract orientation-invariant information or from learning view-specific representations at 
the trained orientations. The results of Arquin and Leek (2003) and  McKone and 
Grenfell (1999) suggest that less than perfect priming stimuli produce smaller priming 
effects than perfect priming stimuli produce, but that this effect can be influenced by 
experience. 
It is important to differentiate between visual search performance shifts caused by 
priming and those caused by stimulus salience processes.  Both can be components that 
affect the visual search process.  Salience is the result of the visual characteristics of the 
items in a visual display.  Target salience automatically provides information to guide 
attention to spatial regions that contain likely targets of interest (Treisman and Gelade 
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(1980), Wolfe (1994)).  Priming, on the other hand, is the result of previous experience 
that affects how the target is processed on subsequent trials.  The fact that the target has 
been processed previously provides a priming effect within the neural pathways that 
facilitates search performance.  Both priming and salience involve involuntary bottom up 
processes that occur automatically.   
A debate has taken place over time regarding the bottom up and top down 
processes that guide attention and visual search.   Generally speaking, bottom-up 
processes that guide attention and visual search are not under voluntary control, are not 
affected by a subject’s expectancies, and are coded rapidly in parallel across the visual 
field using preattentive processes that do not involve conscious awareness.  The visual 
stimulus data drive the system. (Treisman & Gelade 1980).  On the other hand, top down 
processes that guide attention and visual search are generally viewed as under voluntary 
control, are affected by a subject’s expectancies and do involve conscious awareness.  
Top down control implies an ability to adjust what one is looking for to achieve goals and 
to display preference by applying more weight to specific dimensions or features related 
to the target.  In the case of the experiments in this thesis, the use of a cue to specify the 
search target indicates that some top down processes are involved.  After all, without the 
cue there would be no way for the observer to know which image is the target and which 
are the distractors.  However, this does not preclude bottom up processes from occurring 
simultaneously and having an impact on performance.   
Some research suggests that that attentional capture is bottom-up and not subject 
to top-down control.  (Theeuwes 2004, Itti & Koch, 2000, Kim & Cave, 1999).  
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According to these accounts, bottom up factors drive early visual processing and only 
later does top-down guidance play a role.  Theories of visual search (Treisman & Gelade, 
1980; Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe et al., 1989; Wolfe, 1994) propose a preattentive 
early stage of visual processing that provides feature salience information to help guide 
visual search.  This preattentive stage encodes the visual environment according to the 
visual salience of its basic features. This processing occurs in parallel and without the 
need of attentional resources.   However, other research (Bacon and Egeth (1994), Folk 
and Remington (1998)) have shown that bottom up processes do not always determine 
the outcome of visual search tasks and that top down processes can play a significant role 
in visual search outcomes. 
As the complexity of scenes increases, the relative importance of bottom up 
processes (salience) in determining visual search times changes (Chen & Zelinsky, 2006).  
In searches where the target has high salience, for instance a singleton search, bottom up 
processes are a very important contributor to visual search performance.  However, when 
the target is among items in a display that have different physical features that vary in 
salience along multiple dimensions, in other words as distractor heterogeneity increases, 
the bottom up component of visual search becomes less effective.  A top down search 
component helps overcome the deficiencies of a purely salience driven visual search 
algorithm by narrowing and specifying the most important characteristics of the target 
search.     
Cues provide information about a target’s features and are used to form a template 
in working memory that can be used to enable visual search.  A cue invokes top down 
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processes in the sense that it specifies attributes of the desired search target to facilitate 
search. Duncan and Humphreys (1989) proposed that the search template is constructed 
in Visual Short Term Memory (often referred to as Working Memory) using both visual 
and semantic inputs. This template can be thought of as a collection of feature weights 
that, when used in visual search, improve the speed with which the item with the set of 
specified features is located.  A question arises concerning why exact picture cues are 
superior to semantic cues (words) and transformed versions of the picture cues at 
providing guidance for visual search.  The argument seems to be that exact picture cues 
provide the most complete description of the target and result in a very complete and 
accurate search template.  Semantic and graphical cues on the other hand require 
information to be recalled from memory and provide a less complete and accurate 
template, resulting in slower visual search times.   
If the incomplete construction of a search template that results from semantic cues 
degrades visual search performance, will the same thing happen when a picture cue varies 
in some physical manner from the target?  Vickery et al. (2005) addressed this issue when 
they found that picture cues that varied in orientation produced slower search times than 
exact picture cues.  It follows that other deviations from an exact target/cue match may 
produce similar changes in visual search performance due to a less accurate top down 
template and less priming.  
In the set of experiments that will be performed in this thesis, three relatively 
simple characteristics of the cue stimulus, size, contrast and spatial resolution (or spatial 
frequency content) are varied to test the hypothesis that as the similarity between the cue 
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and the target decreases, the amount of search time to find the cued target among 
distractors will increase.   These basic image manipulations deserve a closer examination.  
When changing the luminance contrast of an image only the amount of energy or 
visibility of the image is modified.  The size of the image is unchanged, but the higher 
frequency details of the image become less visible or become invisible if their contrast 
drops below the visual system’s threshold to those higher frequency components.  When 
the resolution of an image is modified by blurring the image, high frequency components 
are reduced while keeping the lower frequency information, spatial size and luminance 
contrast of the image relatively unchanged.  When the size of an image is reduced, not 
only is the spatial extent of the image reduced, but the spatial frequency content of the 
image is shifted to higher spatial frequencies.  In other words, features that were larger 
become smaller.  Smaller features become harder to see because of the lower sensitivity 
of the visual system to smaller, high frequency features.  This shift in spatial frequency 
content and spatial extent when changing the size of the image should be kept in mind 
because it will have important consequences for the results of Experiment 3 of the set of 
experiments that will be performed as part of this thesis.  All three of the variables have 
an effect on the perception of higher spatial frequency information.  If changes in high 
spatial frequency information play an important role in visual search, we should expect 
all three of the  cue and target variables in these experiments to produce shifts in visual 
search time.   
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Figure 1.  Distractor images used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 
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Figure 2.  Target images for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 
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Figure 3a.  Cue images for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 
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Figure 3b.  Cue images for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 
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II. PRODUCTION OF IMAGERY FOR EXPERIMENTS 
There were ten different original cue images.  Each of those original cue images was 
modified to produce six modified cue images.  See Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3a and 
Figure 3b for the distractor images, target images and cue images described in the text 
below.   
1. Original cue images: (full size (visual angle = 0.625 degrees measured vertically), high 
contrast (96%), high resolution (no blur)).  These same original cue images were used as 
targets in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.  
2. Modified medium size cue images:  Half the size of original cue images (visual angle = 
0.312 degrees measured vertically), same contrast and same resolution as original cue 
images (96% contrast, high resolution). 
3. Modified small size cue images:  One quarter of the size of original (visual angle = 
0.156 degrees measured vertically), same contrast and same resolution as original cue 
images (96% contrast, high resolution). 
4. Modified medium contrast cue images: medium contrast (49%), same size and same 
resolution as original cue images (size = 0.625 degrees visual angle measured vertically, 
high resolution). 
5. Modified low contrast cue images: low contrast (20%), same size and same resolution 
as original cue images (size = 0.312 degrees visual angle measured vertically, high 
resolution).   
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6.  Modified medium resolution cue images: medium resolution, same size and same 
contrast as original cue images (size = 0.625 visual angle measured vertically, high 
contrast (96%). 
7. Modified low resolution cue images: low resolution, same size and same contrast as 
original cue images (size = 0.625 degrees visual angle measured vertically, high contrast 
(96%). 
Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 was used to produce and adjust the size and contrast 
of the experimental stimuli.  The size, stroke width and contrast of the symbols were 
specified using Powerpoint 2010.  Stroke width was defined as the width of the line 
segments that form the shape of the symbol.  These line segments could be straight or 
curved.  The contrast of the symbols were specified using Powerpoint 2010 and was the 
difference between the luminance of lines that make up the symbol and the luminance of 
the background.  Symbol size was specified by the height and width of the symbol.  The 
original full size, high contrast stimulus images were produced by using symbols 
available in the PowerPoint image library and are illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  
The size of these original Powerpoint image shapes was adjusted to produce 
approximately equal image sizes.  Digital contrast was set to 100% for all images (96% 
luminance contrast, Black stroke = 0 digital value, White background = 255 digital 
value).  Stroke width was set to 5 pt. for all large size images.  These full size, full 
contrast, high resolution images served as distractors and targets for Experiment 1 and 2.  
Distractors and targets for Experiment 3 required additional processing and is described 
in the Experiment 3 section.  
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Symbol images that served as cues required additional processing to provide for 
the cue variation required for these experiments.  Two additional cue sizes, 50% and 25% 
the size of the original, were produced by adjusting the size property of the shape in 
Powerpoint 2010.  To maintain a proportional appearance of symbols at different sizes, 
the stroke width was set to 2.5 pt. for the 50% size image and 1.25 pt. for the 25% size 
image.  Two additional contrast levels were produced by changing the stroke color from 
black (zero digital value) to two different levels of digital grey (197 digital value [light 
grey, 20% luminance contrast] and 90 digital value [darker grey, 49% luminance 
contrast]) while maintaining the background at white (255 digital value).  These 
manipulations yielded nine variations of each symbol (3 sizes and 3 contrasts). 
Using Microsoft Paint each of these symbols was then placed and centered into a 
128 X 128 pixel image array that was saved as a .PNG file which could be used to change 
the image resolution of the cue images in the next step. 
The image resolution (blur) of the cue images was varied by using ImageJ, a 
public domain, Java-based image processing program developed at the National Institutes 
of Health and available at http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/.  Using the large, high contrast cue 
PNG images developed above as input, the Gaussian blur function available in ImageJ 
was used to produce two levels of image cue blur.   Medium resolution (medium blur) 
used the following Gaussian blur setting available in ImageJ:  Gaussian blur pixel width 
= 3.  Low resolution (high blur) used the following Gaussian blur setting:  Gaussian blur 
pixel width = 6. 
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The complete set of stimulus imagery used in Experiments 1 and 2 are shown in 
Figures 1, 2 and 3.   Figure 1 shows the set of distractors used in Experiments 1 and 2.  
Figure 2 shows the set of targets used in Experiments 1 and 2.  Figure 3a and Figure 3b 
shows the set of cues used in Experiments 1 and 2. 
 
III. EXPERIMENT 1 
Subjects 
Seventeen subjects participated in Experiment 1.  One subject was eliminated 
from the subject pool because of a high error rate (16 errors in session 1 and 40 errors in 
session 2).  In addition, this subject was observed “napping” during experimental trials.  
The exclusion of this subject resulted in 16 subjects being included in the analysis.  
Subjects were given 2 SONA credits for participating in this 1 hour experiment to help 
fulfill the participation requirement of the introductory psychology class in which they 
were enrolled. 
 The targets and distractors used in Experiment 1 and 2 were always full size, high 
contrast and high resolution.  The twenty-two distractor images are shown in Figure 1.  
The ten target images are shown in Figure 2.  The variety of cue images are shown in 
Figure 3a and Figure 3b. 
Background luminance of the display for all trials was set to 161 cd/m^2.  When 
viewed at the 203 cm experiment viewing distance, full size cues subtended 0.625 
degrees of visual angle measured vertically, medium size cues subtended 0.312 degrees 
of visual angle measured vertically and small size cues subtended .0156 degrees of visual 
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angle measured vertically.  Note that distractors and targets were always large, high 
contrast and high resolution.  Only the cues varied in size, contrast and resolution during 
the experiment.   
Method 
Each subject’s visual acuity was measured to assure a minimum acuity of 20/30.  A 
tumbling E chart like the one shown in Figure 4 was used to test visual acuity.  Each 
subject participated in two experimental sessions.  Each session had 140 trials (10 
different target and cue images, 7 cue image variations, 2 repetitions).  Each of these 
sessions lasted about 15 minutes.  These two sessions, the consent form process, acuity 
screening, verbal instructions, a 20 trial training period, rest periods and questions 
resulted in a session of about 45 minutes to 1 hour.   
The visual search experiments were performed using custom software written in 
MatLab.  Stimuli were displayed on an LCD display with a 20.5 inch (14.4 degree visual 
angle) horizontal by 11.25 inch (8.0 degree visual angle) vertical viewable area. The 
resolution of the display was 1920 x 1024 pixels.  The actual area used to display the 
search array was 16 inches (11.3 degree visual angle) horizontal by 9.5 inches (6.77 
degree visual angle) vertical.  The search display was divided into two halves by two 
vertical lines that projected above and below the area where the cue appeared.  The target 
appeared in either the left or the right half of the display among distractors that were 
distributed randomly.  Subjects used a mouse response to indicate where they found the 
target.  The subject clicked the left mouse button if the target was found in the left half of 
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the display or the right mouse button if the target was found in the right half of the 
display.  A trial proceeded as follows: 
1. At the beginning of a trial, the word “continue” appeared in the center of a display 
that contained only two vertical lines that bisected the screen into two halves.  
This viewing condition indicated that the subject could initiate the trial whenever 
ready to proceed. 
2. The subject initiated the trial by pressing either the left or right mouse button. 
3. Once one of the mouse buttons was pressed, a target cue replaced the word 
“continue” in the center of the display.  This cue was displayed for 1000 
milliseconds. 
4. After 1000 milliseconds of display time, the cue disappeared and a 500-
millisecond interval occurred.  This was followed by a tone, which was followed 
by a random time interval between 500 to 1000 milliseconds. 
5. After the random time interval elapsed, the target and distractors were displayed 
and were randomly arranged on the screen.  Fifteen distractors and one target 
were displayed, with eight items placed in each half of the display.  Each half of 
the screen was composed of a seven by seven array of image areas where a 
distractor or target image could be placed, one array to the left of the vertical lines 
of demarcation and the other array to the right of the vertical lines of demarcation. 
Initially, eight distractors were randomly placed in each of the two halves of the 
screen area.  The target was then randomly placed in the left or right half of the 
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screen and randomly replaced one of the previously placed distractors.  See 
Figure 5 for an example of a typical visual search display.  
6. Once the display of distractors and the target appeared on the screen, the subject 
searched the display for the cued target as quickly and accurately as possible.  
When the subject found the target, they responded by pressing the left mouse 
button if the target was found in the left half of the screen or the right mouse 
button if the target was found in the right half of the screen.   
7. After the subject responded, the distractors and target disappeared and the word 
“continue” reappeared in the center of the screen, indicating that the next trial 
could be initiated.  If the response indicated the incorrect location of the target on 
the trial, a tone sounded.  These incorrect response trials were rerun at the end of 
the session.  If a second error was made during an error rerun trial, no attempt was 
made to rerun that condition again and missing data resulted.  This situation 
occurred for five subjects. 1 subject had 3 missing data points, 2 subjects had 2 
missing data points and 2 subjects had 1 missing data point.  This resulted in 9 
missing data points out of 4480 data points collected during the experiment. 
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             Figure 4.  Tumbling E acuity chart. 
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Figure 5.  A typical search display for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 
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Results 
The 16 subjects that were included in the analysis had error rates on initial trials 
that ranged from 0.7% to 6.0% between subjects.  There was then a single attempt to 
rerun subjects to correct errors made during the initial portion of the experimental 
session.  If an error occurred on the rerun trials, missing data resulted.  The resulting rate 
of missing data cells/error rate was 0.2% across all of the subjects.  Only correct trials 
were used in the results.  There was no attempt to study a speed/accuracy tradeoff since 
there was no reason to believe that this effect would affect the type of relative within 
subject performance data of interest in this experiment and because of the high accuracy 
that resulted. 
Each subject’s visual search times were averaged across the 10 different images 
for each of the seven cue conditions.  Thus, a mean derived for each cue condition for a 
subject consists of 40 trials, (ten images with two repetitions per session and two sessions 
per subject).  A session was 140 trials in length.  The graphs in Figure 6 show the results 
of Experiment 1.   A repeated measures ANOVA was  performed using the sixteen 
subjects with the data for each of the three main effects (contrast, spatial resolution and 
size). The result of a repeated measure ANOVA for the effect of cue image size violated 
the assumption of equal variances or sphericity as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  
To adjust for this lack of sphericity, the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment was applied.  
The Greenhouse-Geisser adjusts the degrees of freedom to produce a more conservative 
test of significance. After adjustment the result for cue image size was a significant, 
F(1.226, 18.385) = 4.222, p = .048.  Paired comparisons constructed to compare search 
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times obtained for trials when the cue is identical in size to the target to search times and 
when the cue size was different from the target size produce one significant effect.  The 
comparison between mean search times for medium cue sizes was significantly different 
from mean search times for small cue sizes, F(1, 15) =  6.079, p = .026).   The other 
comparisons between the means for changes in cue size were not statistically significant.  
While it is reasonable to expect that the comparison that reflected the largest differences 
between the cue and target should have produced significance (large cue vs. small cue) 
this did not occur.  The result of a repeated measure ANOVA for the effects of cue image 
contrast and spatial resolution did not violate the assumption of equal variances as tested 
by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  The repeated measures ANOVA performed on the set of 
data where cue image contrast varied did not produce a significant result, F(2,14) = 
1.788, p = .185.  The repeated measures ANOVA performed on the set of data where cue 
image resolution varied did not produce a significant result, F(2, 14) = 1.587, p = .221.  
Table 1 contains the numerical results for Experiment 1. 
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Figure 6.  Experiment 1 results.  Cues varied while targets and 
distractors were always large, high contrast and high resolution. 
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   Size 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
Large 1.266 .074 1.108 1.424 
Medium 1.239 .074 1.081 1.397 
Small 1.357 .099 1.147 1.567 
   Contrast 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
High 1.266 .074 1.108 1.424 
Medium 1.226 .065 1.088 1.365 
Low 1.228 .075 1.069 1.388 
   Spatial Resolution 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Resolution 
High 1.266 .074 1.108 1.424 
Medium 1.215 .070 1.065 1.364 
Low 1.260 .070 1.110 1.409 
Table 1.  Results from Experiment 1. 
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Discussion 
The only statistically significant result from Experiment 1 that supported the 
hypothesis that similarity between the cue and target appearance is related to visual 
search times occurred when cue size was varied.  Changing the appearance of the cue by 
manipulating the cue contrast or the cue spatial resolution did not produce search times 
that were significantly different from trials where the cues were identical in appearance to 
the target.  Only the comparison between the small size vs. medium size cue condition 
resulted in a significantly different search times.  The comparison between the large size 
cue condition and the small size cue condition did not reach statistical significance.  Even 
the significant effect was relatively modest, resulting in an average increase in search 
times of 112 milliseconds, or about a 9.5% increase.   
IV. EXPERIMENT 2 
 
The results from Experiment 1 required some thought about the methodology 
employed.  One possibility was that the subjects had too much time to view and think 
about the visual cue before beginning the visual search for the target.   Remember, 
Experiment 1 allowed between 2000-2500 milliseconds to elapse between the 
presentation of the cue and the presentation of the visual search array.  This abundance of 
time may have allowed the subjects to perform the necessary size, contrast or resolution 
transformations required to perform the required target search task.  Recall that the 
subject was always searching for a large, high contrast, high resolution target.  In this 
situation, the subject could learn the kind of transformation necessary to perform the task 
within a few trials.  To check whether the amount of time available to make this 
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transformation (see discussion of the naming research by Arquin and Leek (2003) and 
McKone and Grenfell (1999) above) was responsible for the lack of significant effects for 
cue contrast and spatial resolution that occurred in Experiment 1, or for the small, 
significant effect of the cue size, the methodology for Experiment 2 was changed.   The 
amount of time between presentation of the cue and the presentation of the search display 
was shortened in Experiment 2 in an attempt to evaluate this possibility.  
Subjects 
Twenty-six subjects participated in Experiment 2.  No subjects were excluded 
from data analysis in Experiment 2.  As in Experiment 1, subjects were given 2 SONA 
credits for participating in this 1 hour experiment to help fulfill the participation 
requirement of the introductory psychology class in which they were enrolled. 
Stimuli 
The cue, target and distractor imagery used in Experiment 2 were the same as 
those used in Experiment 1.   Also, the same stimuli contrasts, spatial resolutions and 
sizes were used in Experiment 2.   Note again that distractor images and target images 
were always large size, high contrast and high resolution images.  Only the cue images 
varied in size, contrast and resolution during the experiment. 
Method 
The method used for Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1.  Each subject’s 
visual acuity was measured to assure a minimum acuity of 20/30.  Each subject 
participated in two experimental sessions.  Each session had 140 trials (10 different cue 
images, 7 cue image variations, 2 repetitions).  Each of these sessions took about 15 
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minutes.  These two sessions, the consent form process, acuity screening, verbal 
instructions, a 20 trial training period, rest periods and questions resulted in a session 
duration of about 45 minutes to 1 hour.   
The visual search experiments were performed using custom software written in 
MatLab. Stimuli were displayed on the same equipment with the same configuration as 
that used in Experiment 1.  A trial proceeded as in the same manner as in Experiment 1 
except for the following differences. 
1. The 500 millisecond delay after the 1000 millisecond cue display time in step 4 of 
the methodology description of  Experiment 1 was eliminated. 
2. The 500 to 1000 millisecond random time interval that occurred after the warning 
tone described in step 4 of the methodology description of Experiment 1 was 
eliminated. 
3. The warning tone signaling the impending appearance of the search array was 
eliminated. 
4. The cue remained visible during the search for the target. 
Results 
The 26 subjects in Experiment 2 had error rates that ranged from 0.35% to 5.7%.   
There was then a single attempt to rerun subjects to correct errors made during the initial 
portion of the experimental session.  If an error occurred on the rerun trials, missing data 
resulted.  The resulting rate of missing data cells/error rate was 0.2% (the same as 
Experiment 1) across all of the subjects.  Only correct trials were used in the results.  No 
analysis of a speed/accuracy effect was performed.  
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As in Experiment 1, each subject’s visual search times were averaged across the 
10 different images for each of the seven cue conditions.  Thus, a mean derived for each 
cue condition for a subject consists of 40 trials, (ten images with two repetitions per 
session and two sessions per subject).  A session was 140 trials in length.  The graphs in 
Figure 7 show the results of Experiment 2.   A repeated measures ANOVA was  
performed using the twenty-six subjects with the data for each of the three main effects.  
The result of a repeated measure ANOVA for the effect of cue image size did not violate 
the assumption of equal variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  The repeated 
measures ANOVA performed on the set of data where cue image size varied produced a 
significant result, F(2, 25) = 3.547, p = .036.  Paired comparisons that compared search 
times obtained for trials when the cue image is identical in size to the target to search 
times when the cue size was different from the target size produce one statistically 
significant effect.  The comparison between mean search times for large cue image sizes 
(the reference) was significantly different from mean search times for small cue image 
sizes, F(1, 25) = 5.590, p = .026.   The repeated measures ANOVA performed on the set 
of data where cue image contrast varied did not produce a significant result, F(2,25) = 
.208, p = .813.  The repeated measures ANOVA performed on the set of data where cue 
image resolution varied did not produce a significant result, F(2, 25) = .115, p =. .891.   
The result of the repeated measure ANOVA for the effect of cue image contrast and 
image spatial resolution did not violate the assumption of equal variances as tested by 
Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  Table 2 contains the numerical results for Experiment 2. 
Discussion 
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 The results from Experiment 2 were very similar to those obtained from 
Experiment 1.  As in Experiment 1, the only result that supported the hypothesis that 
similarity between the cue and target appearance is related to visual search times was 
when cue image size was varied.  Changing the appearance of the cue image by 
manipulating the contrast or resolution did not produce search times that were 
significantly different from trials where the cue image was identical in appearance to the 
target image.  Only the comparison between the small size cue condition and the large 
size cue condition (the reference) resulted in significantly different search times.  As in 
Experiment 1, even this significant effect was relatively modest, resulting in an average 
increase in search times of 72 milliseconds, or about a 5.9% increase.  One thing that the 
results of this experiment may suggest is that a cue’s size must differ by a sufficient 
amount from the target’s size to produce significantly different visual search times.  The 
fact that the intermediate cue size did not produce a significant mean difference from the 
large cue size while the small cue size did produce a significant mean difference from the 
large cue size suggests that this may be true. 
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Figure 7.  Results from Experiment 2.  Cues vary while targets are always 
large size, high contrast and high resolution. 
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   Size 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
Large 1.230 .055 1.117 1.344 
Medium 1.267 .060 1.143 1.390 
Small 1.302 .072 1.154 1.451 
   Contrast 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
High 1.230 .055 1.117 1.344 
Medium 1.217 .057 1.099 1.334 
Low 1.229 .057 1.112 1.346 
   Spatial Resolution 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Resolution 
High 1.230 .055 1.117 1.344 
Medium 1.229 .052 1.121 1.337 
Low 1.220 .052 1.112 1.328 
Table 2.  Results from Experiment 2. 
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V. EXPERIMENT 3 
 The results of Experiments 1 and 2 each produced only one statistically 
significant result, the effect of cue image size, to support the hypothesis that increased 
similarity between a cue and the target will produce reduced target search times.  One 
issue that remained in the design of the first two experiments that might account for these 
results was the makeup and predictability of the search array and the relationship between 
the cue and the target.  Remember that in Experiments 1 and 2 the target and distractor 
images did not vary in size, contrast or resolution. Only the cue images varied along 
those dimensions from trial to trial.  Within a trial, target and distractor images were 
always large size, high contrast and high resolution.  This target and distractor image 
constancy left open the possibility that after a few trials subjects would recognize that 
they would always be searching for a large, high contrast and high-resolution target no 
matter what cue was presented at the beginning of a trial.  Since there was no variability 
in the target or distractor images it is possible that subjects were able to mentally make a 
rapid size, spatial resolution or contrast transformation once the cue was presented.  This 
could result in the production of a very good search template from the experience 
developed from previous trial experiences.  For example, given a small cue a subject 
would know that the target would be large size, high contrast and high resolution on the 
trial and make the necessary mental transformation quickly resulting in a high quality 
search template.   
 Shephard and Metzler (1972) investigated mental visual transformations in their 
research.  They were interested in the ability of subjects to recognize whether two images 
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were different images or were the same images rotated in space.   They found that 
subjects were able to do this task and that the amount of time necessary to determine 
whether two images were the same but rotated in space was a linear relationship of the 
angular difference between the two images. Put simply, the bigger the difference in 
angular rotation between the two identical images the longer it took to identify the images 
as being the same image.   
 These same kinds of mental transformations might have occurred in Experiment 1 
and Experiment 2.  The certainty about what transformation was necessary for the 
subjects to perform the required search task may have made it difficult to measure a 
difference in search times produced by the cue and target dissimilarity.  In addition, the 
results for the first two experiments seem to show that the effect of size is substantially 
different from the effects of contrast and spatial resolution.  A size transformation may be 
more difficult to perform than transformations for contrast and spatial resolution.  Indeed, 
a size transformation may be multidimensional in nature while contrast and spatial 
resolution may occur in a single perceptual dimension.  Changes in size result in changes 
in the overall size of the target as well as changes in the size of features that compose the 
image.  This may require a more complex visual process to accomplish the desired 
transformation. 
Experiment 3 attempted to overcome this problem by requiring subjects to search 
for target images among distractors that can both vary within the dimension of interest 
during a trial.  For instance in Experiment 3, 1) a cue image may be high resolution and 
the target image and distractor images may high, medium or low spatial resolution.  2) A 
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cue image may be medium resolution and the target image and distractor images may be 
high, medium or low resolution. 3) A cue image may be low resolution and the target 
image and distractor images may be high, medium or low resolution.  This same pattern 
of high, medium and low levels of cue images, target images and distractor images was 
implemented for the size and contrast dimensions.  These combinations of cues, targets 
and distractors for each of the three dimensions (contrast, spatial resolution and size) 
were randomly interspersed within an experimental session.  The net result was that 
subjects did not know from trial to trial which dimension would be presented.  In 
addition, subjects did not know what level of each dimension would be presented for the 
cue and the target within a trial. For instance, if a low contrast cue was presented, the 
subject did not know if a high, medium or low contrast target would be present in the 
search array.  Remember, distractor images were only allowed to vary along the same 
dimension that the cue and target images varied for that specific trial.  Figure 8 shows an 
example of a search array where the cue, target and distractor images varied in image 
spatial resolution.  In this condition, the size of the search array images (target and 
distractors) was always large and the contrast of the search array images was always 
high.  Only image spatial resolution was allowed to vary. Figure 9 shows an example of a 
search array where the cue, target and distractor images varied in contrast.  In this 
condition the size of the search array images was always large and the spatial resolution 
of the search array images was always high.  Only image size was size was allowed to 
vary.  Figure 10 shows an example of a search array when the cue, target and distractor 
images varied in size. In this condition, the contrast of the search array images was 
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always high and the spatial resolution of the search array images was always high.  Only 
image contrast was allowed to vary. 
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Figure 8.  Example of search array when cue, target and distractors vary in resolution. 
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Figure 9.  Example of search array when cue, target and distractors vary in resolution. 
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Figure 10.  Example of search array when cue, target and distractors vary in size. 
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Subjects 
Thirty subjects participated in Experiment 3.  No subjects were excluded from 
data analysis in Experiment 3.  Subjects were given 2 SONA credits for participating in 
this 1 hour experiment to help fulfill the participation requirement of the introductory 
psychology class in which they were enrolled. 
Stimuli 
As in Experiments 1 and 2, Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 was used to produce and 
adjust the size and contrast of the experimental stimuli.  Unlike in Experiments 1 and 2 
where only the cue image characteristics were modified, cue, target and distractor images 
were modified for use in Experiment 3.  The same image modifications that were applied 
to the cue images in Experiment 1 and 2 were applied to the cue, target and distractor 
images for Experiment 3. The cue and target images used in Experiment 3 are shown in 
Figure 3a and Figure 3b.  The distractors used are shown in Figure 11a, Figure 11b, 
Figure 11c and Figure 11d.   
Method 
The method for Experiment 3 was similar to that used Experiment 2.  Each 
subject’s visual acuity was measured to assure a minimum acuity of 20/30.  Each subject 
participated in one 270 trial experimental session.  The session had 270 trials (10 
different cue images, 27 cue image/target variations).  A one minute rest period was 
programmed in the middle of the experimental session during which the subject was 
instructed to relax.  This session took about 30 minutes to complete.  This session, the 
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informed consent process, acuity screening, verbal instructions, and a 20 trial training 
period with questions resulted in a session of about 45 minutes.   
The visual search experiments were performed using custom software written in 
MatLab.  The search display and the method that the subjects used to respond using a 
mouse was identical to those used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.  A trial proceeded 
in exactly the same fashion as a trial in Experiment 2. 
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 Figure 11a. Distractor images used in Experiment 3. 
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 Figure 11b.  Distractor images used in Experiment 3. 
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 Figure 11c. Distractor images used in Experiment 3. 
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Figure 11d. Distractor images used in Experiment 3. 
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Results 
The data from Experiment 3 required more analysis than the two initial 
experiments.  This was necessary because of the number of conditions produced by the 
possible cue and target pairings presented to the subjects.  Compared with the Experiment 
1 and Experiment 2, where the targets were always large size, high contrast and high 
resolution, the targets in Experiment 3 varied through all three levels of each variable.  
Specifically: 
Image Size combinations 
1. Large size cue images with large size target images 
2. Large size cue images with medium size target images 
3. Large size cue images with small size target images 
4. Medium size cue images with large size target images 
5. Medium size cue images with medium size target images 
6. Medium size cue images with small size target images 
7. Small size cue images with large size target images 
8. Small size cue images with medium size target images 
9. Small size cue images with small size target images 
For all of the above size combinations, the contrast of the cues and targets was set to high 
and the resolution of the cues and targets was set to high.  The three bold italicized 
entries, where the cue and target size are equal, served as the references for the image 
size analyses. 
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Image Contrast combinations 
1. High contrast cue images with high contrast target images 
2. High contrast cue images with medium contrast target images 
3. High contrast cue images with low contrast target images 
4. Medium contrast cue images with high contrast target images 
5. Medium contrast cue images with medium contrast target images 
6. Medium contrast cue images with low contrast target images 
7. Low contrast cue images with high contrast target images 
8. Low contrast cue images with medium contrast target images 
9. Low contrast cue images with low contrast target images 
For these contrast combinations, the size of cues and targets was set to large and the 
resolution of cues and targets was set to high.  The three bold italicized entries, where the 
cue and target contrast are equal, served as the references for the image contrast analyses. 
Image Resolution combinations 
1. High resolution cue images with high resolution target images 
2. High resolution cue images with medium resolution target images 
3. High resolution cue images with low resolution target images 
4. Medium resolution cue images with high resolution target images 
5. Medium resolution cue images with medium resolution target images 
6. Medium resolution cue images with low resolution target images 
7. Low resolution cue images with high resolution target images 
8. Low resolution cue images with medium resolution target images 
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9. Low resolution cue images with low resolution target images 
For all of the above resolution combinations, the size of the cues and targets was set 
to large and the contrast of the cues and targets was set to high.  The three bold italicized 
entries, where the cue and target resolution are equal, served as the references for the 
image spatial resolution analyses. 
 The data for the three main effects were treated separately because it was assumed 
that the results for each dimension is a consequence of being processed by different 
visual mechanisms.  For instance, a contrast transformation is different from a spatial 
frequency/resolution transformation.  In addition, while a size transformation embodies 
characteristics of a spatial frequency transformation, the change in size produces another 
complication for visual search that will be discussed below.  The results will be presented 
in the following order:  contrast, spatial resolution and size. 
 Each data point in the graphs contained in the following three figures is the result 
of averaging across the ten target images for each cue/target pairing for all thirty subjects, 
a total of 300 samples per data point. 
 Error rates for the thirty subjects ranged from 0% to 7.4%.  There was then a 
single attempt to rerun subjects to correct errors made during the initial portion of the 
experimental session.  If an error occurred on the rerun trials, missing data resulted.  The 
resulting rate of missing data cells/error rate was 0.21% (almost the same as Experiment 
1 and 2) across all of the subjects.  Only correct trials were used in the results.  No 
analysis of a speed/accuracy effect was performed. 
The effect of contrast 
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 The three graphs in Figure 12 show the results for Experiment 3 where the cue 
images and target images vary in contrast.  The upper panel shows the results for when 
the target images are high contrast.  The middle panel shows the results for when the 
target images are medium contrast. The lower panel shows the results when the target 
images are low contrast.  In each panel the reference point is labeled.  At this reference 
point, the cue image contrast and the target image contrast are equal.  According to the 
hypothesis, the data at this reference point should produce the shortest visual search time.  
The other two points represent the situation where the cue images and the target images 
are not equal contrast.  The hypothesis suggests that both of these conditions should 
produce longer search times than the reference condition.  The hypothesized results 
should produce a graph that increases from left to right in the upper panel, a V shaped 
graph in the middle panel and a graph that decreases from left to right in the lower 
pattern.   In the upper panel, the result of a repeated measures ANOVA, where the cue 
image contrast was varied and the target images were high contrast, was not significant, 
F(2, 58) = 1.58, p = .219.  In the middle panel, the result of a repeated measure ANOVA, 
where the cue contrast varied and the targets were medium contrast, was not significant, 
F(2, 58) = 1.85, p = .166.  In the lower panel, the result of a repeated measures ANOVA, 
where the cue image contrast varied and the target images were low contrast, was 
significant, F(2, 58) = 7.226, p = .002.  One of the comparisons with the reference point 
for this significant ANOVA, the high contrast cue images versus the low contrast 
(reference) cue images, yielded a significant result, F(1, 29) = 13.134, p = .001.  None of 
these repeated measure ANOVAs violated the assumption of equal variances as tested by 
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Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  Table 3 contains the numerical results for this part of 
Experiment 3. 
 One notable difference between the first 2 experiments and Experiment 3 was that 
the average search time for the reference conditions for contrast rose from approximately 
1.25 seconds (leftmost data points on graphs in Figure 6 and Figure 7) to 1.60 seconds 
Experiment 3 (represented in the upper panel of Figure 12, data point labeled reference).  
This is what would be expected if the uncertainty about target contrast increased, as is the 
case in Experiment 3.  Apparently, uncertainty about the contrast of the target and the 
increase in distractor heterogeneity increases the visual search time for the target.   
Discussion 
 The results obtained for changing cue image and target image contrast were not 
robust.  While the expected search time trends seemed to approximate what was 
expected, only one comparison in the lower panel of Figure 12 was significant.  Even this 
significant effect was relatively small, resulting in a 220 millisecond increase in search 
times.  While the size of the effect was small, none of the previous research looked at the 
effect of contrast differences alone on visual search times.  All of the other research 
investigated the effects of spatial transformations such as image rotation or size.  A wide 
range of contrasts was used in the experiment (20% - 96% contrast).  It seems that the 
effect of a contrast difference between a cue and target has little effect on visual search 
times, at least when contrast levels are well above contrast threshold as was the case in 
this experiment.  But when the contrast of the target is unknown, using a medium contrast 
cue will produce the shortest search times on the average with the least variability.  
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Figure 12.  Experiment 3 results for conditions where cue and target images 
change contrast. 
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   High Contrast Target 
    
Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Contrast 
High  1.605 .139 1.322 1.889 
Medium 1.604 .094 1.412 1.796 
Low 1.782 .156 1.463 2.100 
   Low Contrast Target 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Contrast 
High  1.732 .105 1.518 1.946 
Medium 1.599 .104 1.386 1.812 
Low 1.477 .077 1.321 1.634 
   Medium Contrast Target 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Contrast 
High  1.602 .081 1.436 1.767 
Medium 1.513 .086 1.337 1.688 
Low 1.496 .099 1.293 1.698 
Table 3.  Results from Experiment 3, effect of contrast. 
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The effect of spatial resolution 
 The three graphs in Figure 13 show the results for Experiment 3 where the cue 
images and target images varied in spatial resolution.  The upper panel shows the results 
for the condition where target images were high spatial resolution and the cue images 
varied in spatial resolution.  The middle panel shows the results for the condition where 
the target images are medium spatial resolution and the cue images varied in spatial 
resolution. The lower panel shows the results for the condition where the target images 
are low spatial resolution and the cue images varied in spatial resolution.  In each panel, 
the reference point for that set of conditions is labeled.  At this reference point, the cue 
image spatial resolution and the target image spatial resolution were equal.  According to 
the hypothesis that cue image and target image similarity are related to visual search 
time, the data at this reference point should produce the shortest visual search times.  The 
other two points represent the situation where the cue images and the target images were 
not equal in spatial resolution.  The hypothesis suggests that these two conditions should 
produce longer search times than the reference condition.  The hypothesized results 
should produce a graph that increases from left to right in the upper panel, a V shaped 
graph in the middle panel and a graph that decreases from left to right in the lower panel.   
In the upper panel, the result of a repeated measures ANOVA was significant, F(2, 58) = 
5.616, p = .006.  The comparison between the reference and the low spatial resolution 
condition was significant, F(1, 29) = 8.924, p = .006.  In the middle panel, the result of a 
repeated measures ANOVA was not significant, F(2, 58) = .093, p = .911.  In the lower 
panel, the result of a repeated measures ANOVA was significant, F(2, 58) = 19.428, p < 
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.001).  Both of the comparisons with the reference point yielded significant results.  The 
medium resolution comparison: F(1, 29) = 56.212, p < .001.  The low resolution 
comparison: F(1, 29) = 8.117, p = .008.  None of these repeated measure ANOVA results 
violated the assumption of equal variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  
Table 4 contains the numerical results for this part of Experiment 3. 
Discussion 
 The pattern of results for this part of the experiment is largely in agreement with 
the hypothesis.  In the upper panel of Figure 13, where the target images were high 
spatial resolution and the cue images varied from high to low spatial resolution along the 
X-axis, the expected positive slope pattern was produced.  While the medium spatial 
resolution cue condition did not produce a significant difference from the reference high 
spatial resolution cue image condition, when the reference high spatial resolution cue 
condition was compared to the low-resolution cue image condition, the comparison was 
significant.  In this condition the average search time increased approximately 300 
milliseconds.  In the middle panel of Figure 13, where the target images are medium 
spatial resolution and the cue images vary from high to low spatial resolution across the 
X-axis, virtually no change in search times occurs, although a slight decrease in search 
times is detectable for the reference cue condition in comparison to the other two cue 
conditions.  While this does meet the V-shaped expectation of the hypothesis, the effect 
size is not large enough to reach statistical significance.  In the lower panel of Figure 13, 
where the target images are low spatial resolution and the cue images vary from high to 
low spatial resolution along the X-axis, the hypothesized pattern is observed.  Both 
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comparisons to the reference cue condition reached statistical significance.  The search 
time difference between the reference low spatial resolution cue images with low spatial 
resolution target images, and the medium spatial resolution cue images with low spatial 
resolution target condition is 200 milliseconds.  The search time difference between the 
reference low spatial resolution cue images with low spatial resolution target images, and 
the high spatial resolution cue images and low spatial resolution target condition is 450 
milliseconds.   
 Why does searching for a high resolution target produce less change (high 
resolution cue RT minus low resolution cue RT = 300 milliseconds when searching for a 
high spatial resolution target) than when searching for a low resolution target (low 
resolution cue RT – high resolution cue RT = 450 milliseconds when searching for a low 
spatial frequency target).  Graphically, this is represented by a steeper absolute slope in 
the lower panel of Figure 13 than in the upper panel of Figure 13.  The fact is that the 
identical images are used in both cases, with the high resolution image being the cue in 
one condition and the target in the other condition.  Why this asymmetry exists is unclear.  
It may have to do with how information is extracted from cues and search array images in 
the visual system and the spatial frequency transformations performed on the cue and 
search array images required to establish the match between the cue and the target.  
Nothing in the literature reviewed suggests that this is an expected result.  However, the 
fact that the results for both conditions follow the hypothesized direction and produce 
statistically significant effects shows that as the spatial resolution mismatch between the 
cue and target increases visual search times increase.   
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Inspection of the data leads to an interesting question.  In the situation where the 
target spatial resolution is unknown, what level of spatial resolution would be best used 
to cue the search target?  Can we pick a single level of spatial resolution for a cue that 
provides the best overall search performance?  To investigate this question a repeated 
measures ANOVA was performed that grouped the data across target spatial resolutions 
for each of the three cue spatial resolutions.  The results of the ANOVA did not produce a 
significant result, F(2, 178) = .963, p = .384.     This result did not violate the assumption 
of equal variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  The search times produced 
by each mean (high resolution cue = 1.7734, medium resolution cue = 1.7009, low 
resolution cue = 1.7251) suggest that the best cue to use might be the medium resolution 
cue. However, the lack of statistical significance precludes a recommendation on the 
matter of the best cue resolution to use when target resolution is unknown.  But since a 
medium contrast cue produces the least variability when target contrast varies from low 
to high, it seems reasonable to suggest using the medium contrast cue when target 
contrast is unknown since on the average will produce the shortest and most consistent 
search times. 
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Figure 13. Experiment 3 results for conditions where cue and target spatial 
resolution change. 
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High Spatial Resolution Target 
    
Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Resolution 
High 1.602 .080 1.440 1.765 
Medium 1.661 .113 1.430 1.891 
Low 1.907 .132 1.637 2.176 
Low Spatial Resolution Target 
    
Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Resolution 
High 1.958 .119 1.716 2.201 
Medium 1.709 .097 1.510 1.907 
Low 1.503 .070 1.360 1.645 
Medium Spatial Resolution Target 
    Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue 
Resolution 
High 1.758 .096 1.562 1.954 
Medium 1.732 .129 1.468 1.995 
Low 1.764 .113 1.533 1.995 
Table 4.  Results from Experiment 3, effect of spatial resolution. 
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The effect of size 
The three graphs in Figure 14 show the results for Experiment 3 for the conditions 
where the cue images and target images varied in size.  The upper panel shows the results 
for conditions where the target images were large size and the cue images varied in size 
across the X-axis.  The middle panel shows the results for conditions where the target 
images were medium size and the cue images varied in size across the X-axis. The lower 
panel shows the results for conditions where the target images were small size and the 
cue images varied in size across the X-axis.  In each panel, the reference condition is 
labeled.  At this reference point, the cue image size and the target image size were equal.  
According to the hypothesis that cue image and target image similarity are related to 
visual search time, the data at this reference point should produce the shortest visual 
search times.  The other two points in each graph represent the situation where the cue 
image and the target image were not equal in size.  The hypothesis suggests that these 
two conditions, where the cue image size and target image size were not identical, should 
produce longer search times than the reference condition.  The hypothesized results 
should produce a graph that increases from left to right in the upper panel, a V shaped 
graph in the middle panel and a graph that decreases from left to right in the lower panel.   
In the upper panel, the result of a repeated measure ANOVA violated the assumption of 
equal variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  To adjust for this lack of 
sphericity, the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment was applied.  After adjustment the result 
was significant, F(1.62, 46.96) = 15.92, p < .001).  The comparisons between the 
reference condition and the medium and small size cue conditions were both statistically 
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significant.  For the medium size cue image condition versus the reference, F(1, 29) = 
13.24, p < .001).  For the small size cue image condition versus the reference, F(1, 29) = 
17.94, p < .001).  In the middle panel, the result of a repeated measures ANOVA violated 
the assumption of equal variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity and was 
adjusted using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction.  After adjustment of the degrees of 
freedom the result was significant, F(1.75, 46.69) = 3.59, p = .044).  The comparison 
between the reference and the medium size cue image condition was not significant, F(1, 
29) = 3.53, p = .07.  The comparison between the small size cue image condition and the 
reference was significant, F(1, 29) = 9.04, p = .005.  In the lower panel, the result of a 
repeated measures ANOVA was not significant, F(2, 58) = 2.491, p = .092.   This result 
did not violate the assumption of equal variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of 
sphericity.  Table 5 contains the numerical results for this part of Experiment 3. 
Discussion 
 The results from Experiment 3, where the size of the cue and target images varied, 
requires some thought regarding the effect of image size on a visual search task.  In 
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 and the sections of Experiment 3 where contrast and 
spatial resolution varied, the size of the target and distractors in the search array did not 
vary within an experimental trial or from trial to trial.   In the part of the experiment 
discussed here, the size of the cue images, target images and distractor images varied, 
while the contrast and resolution of these same images remained constant at high contrast 
and high spatial resolution.  Let us consider the effect of reducing the size of the target 
image.  In the experiments where the target image was large, searching for the target in 
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the array did not require each image in the search array to be as accurately fixated to 
determine if an image matched the target template developed from the cue presented 
before the beginning of the trial.  This was because sufficient identifying spatial 
frequency information could be extracted from the retinal area outside of the fovea for 
large images that do not fall on directly on or slightly outside the fovea.  In fact, it is 
possible for more than one image to be analyzed and eliminated from being the search 
target with a single fixation when images are large.  However, when the images in a 
search array are sufficiently small, both the number and precision of fixations necessary 
to extract the identification information increases compared to larger size images.  In the 
case of small images, more accurate fixations are necessary because the search array 
image being examined must be positioned more precisely on the retina, in the fovea, to 
extract the required higher spatial frequency identification information that exists in small 
images to determine whether it matches the cue.  Perhaps more fixations are necessary 
because it is less likely that a single fixation will allow the necessary information 
extraction from multiple images to determine whether an image is the cued target.    
 One indication of this type of search behavior was reflected in visual search times 
that increased as the size of the target being searched for decreased.  In this portion of the 
experiment, we allowed the size of the target and distractor images to vary when 
collecting data to investigate the effect of size differences between cue images and target 
images.  In Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 and the first two parts of Experiment 3 all 
searched images, targets and distractors, were large size.  In the third part of Experiment 
3, on the average one third of the search array images were large size, one third of the 
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images were medium size and one third of the images were small size.  In Experiment 1, 
the average search time was 1.60 seconds.  In Experiment 2 the average search time was 
1.73 seconds.  In the first two parts of Experiment 3 where the targets and distractors 
were large, the average search times were 1.60 and1.73 seconds.  In the third part of 
Experiment 3, where distractors varied in size, the average search time was 2.48 seconds.  
This trend is reasonable confirmation that the average reduction in the size of target and 
distractor images seen by subjects during a search trial in Experiment 3 results in an 
increase in search times.   
 A related pattern to note is the increase in search times that occur when the target 
images changed from large to small size in Experiment 3, which can be seen in the 
graphs contained in the panels of Figure 14.  When target images were large size, the 
average search time was 1.91 seconds.  When target images were medium size, the 
average search time was 2.15 seconds.  When target images were small size, the average 
search time was 3.38 seconds.  A repeated measures ANOVA was performed to 
determine if target size difference produced a significant effect.  The overall target size 
effect was significant but the assumption of sphericity was violated.  Therefore, the 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was employed.  This resulted in F = 96.49(1.54, 137.40), 
p = 0.000.  All three comparisons of the mean search times were statistically significant.  
1. Large target vs. medium target: F = 9.49(1, 89), p = 0.003.  2. Large target vs. small 
target: F = 192.49(1, 89), p = 0.000.  3. Medium target vs. small target: F = 135.28(1, 89), 
p = 0.000.  Why did these differences occur?  One contributing factor might be that 
subjects process larger images faster than they process smaller images.  Research into the 
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concept of global precedence demonstrated that reaction times for global identification 
was faster than for local identification.  This effect was studied using the Navon figure, in 
which many small letters or elements are arranged to form a larger letter or shape (Navon 
(1977), Poirel, Pineau and Mellet (2008)).  Navon (1977) instructed subjects to focus 
either globally (to the large letter made up of smaller letters) or locally (to the small 
letters that formed the large letter) to stimuli that were consistent, neutral, or conflicting 
on the global and local levels.  Reaction times for identifying the composite large letters 
were shorter than for the small elements that made up the large letter, even when subjects 
were instructed to attend specifically to the small elements. In addition to this global 
precedence mechanism, as discussed above, medium and large images do not need to be 
as precisely foveated by making eye movements to extract identification information as 
discussed above.  Subjects may automatically inspect large images first in a visual search 
task, perhaps because of a preference produced by the global priority of larger images.  If 
the target were a large or medium size image when this strategy is employed, the search 
would terminate without inspection of the small images in the search array resulting in a 
lower number of fixations and shorter response time on those trials.  However, on a trial 
where the target image is small under this assumption, the search would need to continue 
once the large and medium size images are inspected.  At this point, the subject would 
need to inspect any remaining small images serially, one by one, until the cued target 
image is found (since small images need to be reasonably well foveated) which would 
allow the subject to respond and terminate the search task.  At a minimum, the number of 
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fixations necessary to find the small targets will be more than necessary to find large 
targets. 
 Finally, similar to the question we asked in the spatial resolution portion of 
Experiment 3, the question arose, in the situation where the target size is unknown, what 
size of image would be best used to cue the search target?  Can we pick a single size for a 
cue that provides the best overall search performance?  To investigate this question a 
repeated measures ANOVA was performed that grouped the data across target size for 
each of the three cue sizes.  The results of the ANOVA did not produce a significant 
result, F(2, 178) = 1.204, p = .302.     This result did not violate the assumption of equal 
variances as tested by Mauchly’s test of sphericity.  The search times produced by each 
mean (large size cue = 1.347, medium size cue = 1.268, small size cue = 1.079) suggest 
that the best cue to use might be the small size cue. However, the lack of statistical 
significance precludes a recommendation on the matter of the best cue size to use when 
target size is unknown. 
In summary, the shape of the graphs produced by Experiment 3 in general confirmed the 
cue/target similarity hypothesis.  In the upper panel of Figure 14, where the target images 
were large and the cue images vary in size, the shape of the pattern of results follow the 
hypothesized pattern, with search times increasing from left to right in the graph as the 
cue/target similarity decreases.  In addition, both comparisons with the reference were 
statistically significant.  In the middle panel of Figure 14, where the target images were 
medium size and the cue images varied in size, the shape of the pattern of results matches 
the hypothesis of a V-shape. In this case, only one of the relevant comparisons was 
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significant (the medium size cue (reference) vs. the small size cue).  In the lower panel of 
Figure 14, where the target images were small size and the cue images varied in size the 
hypothesized shape of the curve varied somewhat from what was hypothesized.  While 
the condition where the cue and the target were both small produced the shortest search 
time, the overall ANOVA was not significant.   
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Figure 14.  Experiment 3 results for conditions where cue and target 
image size change. 
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   Large Size Target 
    
Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
Large  1.530 .118 1.288 1.772 
Medium 1.911 .121 1.664 2.158 
Small 2.303 .170 1.955 2.651 
   Medium Size Target 
     Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
Large  2.174 .138 1.892 2.456 
Medium 1.970 .136 1.693 2.247 
Small 2.309 .180 1.940 2.678 
   Small Size Target 
  
  Mean 
Std. 
Error 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Cue Size 
Large  3.512 .286 2.927 4.098 
Medium 3.531 .271 2.978 4.084 
Small 3.088 .209 2.661 3.515 
Table 5.  Results from Experiment 3, effect of size. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
The purpose of this series of experiments was to study how visual search times 
varied as a function of the similarity between the cue and the target along three 
dimensions: size, spatial resolution and contrast.  These stimulus based sensory 
dimensions impart minimal semantic content to the user during the visual search task.  
Whereas this study employed cues with minimal semantic content, some of the studies 
that were cited in the introduction used verbal descriptions as cues (Wolfe et. al. (2004), 
Vickery et. al. (2005), Schmidt and Zelinsky (2009)) in addition to pictorial cues.  They 
found that exact pictorial cues always produced the shortest visual search times and 
produced the highest percentage of initial fixations when compared to even the most 
precise verbal cues.  In addition, Vickery et. al. (2005) showed that as the difference in 
orientation and size between the cue and the target increased, increases in visual search 
times occurred.  These non-semantic visual search studies helped to form the hypothesis 
about how three simple stimulus dimensions that cues might vary from targets could 
affect visual search in this series of experiments. 
The results obtained for all three of these experiments with differences between 
the size of the cue and the target produced similar results to the Vickery et al (2005) 
experiments.  In fact, the Vickery et al experiments were similar to Experiment 1 and 
Experiment 2.  Targets and distractors were fixed in size (large), contrast (high) and 
spatial resolution (high) within and between experimental trials.  Only the size of the cue 
images changed from trial to trial.  Visual search times increased as the difference 
between the size of the cue and the target increased.  Experiment 3 allowed the cues, 
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targets and distractors to vary within a trial search array and the data showed that the 
condition where the cue was identical in size to the target produced the shortest visual 
search times.  These search times increased as the difference between the cue size and the 
target size increased.  The effect of cue and target size was larger compared with the 
effect of contrast and spatial resolution.  The results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 
(upper panel of Figure 6 and Figure 7) produced significant results that were in the 
hypothesized direction. 
When cue and target contrast varied, less pronounced effects occurred.  In fact, 
contrast differences between the cue and target produced the smallest effects of the three 
stimulus dimensions studied in all three of the experiments. Only in Experiment 3, where 
the contrast of targets and distractors varied within and between trials produced a small 
but significant result when low contrast targets were employed (bottom panel of Figure 
12).   There was an insignificant trend in the proper direction for high contrast targets in 
Experiment 3 (upper panel of Figure 12).   Contrast effects were not present in 
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (middle panel of Figure 6 and Figure 7). 
When the cue and target spatial resolution varied, the size of the effect was in 
between what occurred for when size and contrast varied.  For Experiment 3, low and 
high spatial resolution effects (top and bottom panels of Figure 13) were in the predicted 
direction and produce significant mean differences.  Spatial resolution did not produce 
significant results in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (bottom panel of Figure 6 and 
Figure 7) nor were the trends in the hypothesized direction.    
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What did we accomplish by running three separate experiments?  Experiment 1 
and Experiment 2 used targets and distractors that did not vary in size, contrast or spatial 
resolution.  Targets and distractors were always large, high contrast and high spatial 
resolution.  Only the cues varied in size, contrast and spatial resolution.  This allowed 
subjects to learn what transformation (size, contrast or spatial resolution) needed to be 
performed to “match” the cue with the target that would appear in the search array as 
discussed by McKone and Grenfell (1999).  No matter what cue was presented, the task 
for the subject would be to look for the cued image that was transformed into a large, 
high contrast and high spatial resolution template image among large, high contrast and 
high spatial resolution distractors.  Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 differed in the amount 
of time between the presentation of the cue and the presentation of the search array.  It 
was thought that by shortening the amount of time between cue and target presentation 
the transformation would not allow the subject to complete the required transformation 
completely by the time the search array appeared and that we would potentially find an 
effect.  However, these transformations seem to occur more quickly than anticipated, and 
the reduced amount of time provided between the cue and the target produced little or no 
effect.  These results can be seen when Figure 6 and Figure 7 are compared.  In general, 
the hypothesized effect for cue/target size differences were found in Experiment 1 and 
Experiment 2, and were similar to the size results found by Vickery et. al. (2005).  
However, the hypothesized effects for contrast and spatial resolution were not found.   
In Experiment 3, a decision was made to introduce stimulus heterogeneity into the 
experimental methodology.  This was done to short circuit the rapid transformations that 
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subjects were making in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 that was likely performed 
before the search array appeared.  These transformations were due to the predictable 
characteristics of the target and distractors.  Experiment 3 allowed the targets and 
distractors to vary within a trial along the dimension (size, contrast, or spatial resolution) 
of interest for that trial.  In addition, the dimension of interest varied from trial to trial and 
the level of the cue used for that dimension in a trial could vary between one of the three 
available levels (low, medium, high).  The result was that a subject could not be certain 
of what dimension would be tested on a trial.  In addition, the subject would not know 
which of the three levels of the cued target would be present in the search array.  The 
desired effect was for this stimulus heterogeneity to prevent the easy and predictable 
transformations that were occurring in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.  If subjects are 
required to make the necessary transformation after the appearance of the search array, 
the time required to make the transformation will be reflected in the time required for the 
visual search.  Shephard and Metzler’s (1971) finding for mental object rotation, that the 
larger the required mental rotation the longer that rotation takes, may be the basis and 
mechanism for our hypothesis: Cue similarity to the target is inversely related to visual 
search time.  While Shephard and Metzler were concerned only with orientation, a 
similar mechanism may be involved in mental transformations of size, contrast and 
spatial resolution.  The results of Experiment 3 produced the hypothesized results: 
Longer average search times as compared with Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, and 
larger cue/target similarity differences. 
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It is important to note that the three stimulus dimensions chosen produced 
different search time effect magnitudes.  Contrast produced the smallest visual search 
effect magnitude.  Spatial resolution produced a medium size effect and finally size 
produced the largest effect.  Why the effect size varies between the three dimensions is 
uncertain.  Perhaps a size transformation is more complex than either a contrast or spatial 
resolution transformation and that transformation complexity determines the amount of 
time necessary to perform the transformation.     
In conclusion, relatively simple physical stimulus characteristic differences in cues and 
targets can increase the amount of time that it takes to find a target during a visual search 
task.  These results are consistent with previous findings where using exact images as 
cues for the subjects to preview before the search produce shorter search times than 
rotated image and different size cues in addition to verbal description cues.  In general, it 
was also found that when the difference between the cue and the target along these basic 
stimulus dimensions increased, search times increased as a function of the amount of 
difference increased.  This is in agreement with previous findings that showed that as the 
specificity of a verbal cue description decreased, or the orientation of a pictorial cue 
target varied from the target, visual search times increased.  These results have 
demonstrated that differences in basic cue and target characteristics, contrast, spatial 
resolution and size, can produce increases in visual search times.    
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